4 CUSTOMER SERVICE IN ACTION

organizations. The Foundation established
guidelines and procedures that reflect a
clear preference for making general support
grants which currently constitute nearly
80 percent of our portfolio.
We also discovered some areas that needed
immediate attention. For example, in some
instances, the grant application process
stretched on. In a couple of cases, close to a
year went by when paperwork got buried or
misplaced in the files. We needed to
articulate our goals clearly, define uniform
standards, and measure and track our
performance for responding to new grant
requests. Otherwise, our response to
grantseekers would continue to be
inconsistent, despite good intentions.
To address these delays and make the
review process more efficient, we established
new standards on how quickly we respond
to grant requests (see adjacent chart) and
new procedures.
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Responding to New Grant Requests
Letter of Inquiry received and
screened for program area fit

Within One Week*
Assign to Program Officer
and acknowledge receipt

Decline and notify applicant

Within Four Weeks*
Decline and notify applicant

Work with prospective grantee
to determine funding potential,
conduct site visit, request proposal
Within Four Months*
Funding decision and notification

* We measure program officer and overall performance against
these benchmarks on an on-going basis.

4 RESPECTING RELIGIOUS DIFFERENCES
Neighborhood Development Center, Inc.
St. Paul, Minnesota
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The Neighborhood Development Center
(NDC) found that one group of customers
was not taking full advantage of its services.
“We discovered that Somalis, who are one of
several immigrant groups in the Twin Cities,
were not applying for financing from our loan
fund,” explains Mara O’Neill, Chief Operation
Officer at NDC. “The reason was that Islamic
law prohibits paying interest, or reba, on debt.”

With the help of a company called Reba
Free LLC, NDC set up a financing program
that enables Muslims to pay a return on an
investment made by NDC without paying
interest on debt. Here’s how it works: NDC
will purchase equipment or inventory on
behalf of the entrepreneur and immediately
sell it to the business owner at a price that
includes the original purchase price plus
a mark-up. The mark-up is the amount of
interest a regular borrower would have
paid on a similar loan. Another acceptable
financing option is a royalty agreement
where NDC purchases
inventory with an
entrepreneur then,

as the inventory is sold, the entrepreneur
pays NDC its portion of the initial investment
plus a negotiated return.
Reba-free financing has been used to finance
a barber shop, a restaurant, truck purchases,
and for retail businesses that sell groceries,
household items, or rugs. Demand quickly
exceeded the funds set aside for this program,
and NDC has raised additional money from
public and private sources. As of March 2005,
NDC has provided over $776,000 in reba-free
financing to 49 entrepreneurs, 43 of whom are
Somali immigrants, enabling them to develop
their business operations and follow their
religious requirements.

NDC received general support funds from Heron for its work supporting
emerging entrepreneurs such as the business owner on the left, to build
successful businesses that serve their community and to help community
groups build stronger neighborhood economies.

